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Can be bought from Urag gro-Shub in The Arcanaeum. Contents Edit In the Merethic Era , when Ysgramor
first set foot on Tamriel , his people brought with them a faith that worshipped animal gods. Certain scholars
believe these primitive people actually worshipped the divines as we know them, just in the form of these
totem animals. They deified the hawk, wolf, snake, moth, owl, whale, bear, fox, and the dragon. Every now
and then you can stumble across the broken stone totems in the farther reaches of Skyrim. Foremost among all
animals was the dragon. In the ancient Nordic tongue it was drah-gkon. Occasionally the term dov-rha is used,
but the language or derivation of that is not known. Using either name was forbidden to all except the dragon
priests. Grand temples were built to honor the dragons and appease them. Many of them survive today as
ancient ruins haunted by draugr and undead dragon priests. Dragons, being dragons, embraced their role as
god-kings over men. Were they not superior in every way to the hordes of small, soft creatures that
worshipped them? For dragons, power equals truth. They had the power, so therefore it must be truth. Dragons
granted small amounts of power to the dragon priests in exchange for absolute obedience. In turn, the dragon
priests ruled men as equals to the kings. Dragons, of course, could not be bothered with actually ruling. In
Atmora , where Ysgramor and his people came from, the dragon priests demanded tribute and set down laws
and codes of living that kept peace between dragons and men. In Tamriel, they were not nearly as benevolent.
Whatever the cause, the dragon priests began to rule with an iron fist, making virtual slaves of the rest of the
population. When the populace rebelled, the dragon priests retaliated. So it was the Dragon War began. At
first, men died by the thousands. The ancient texts reveal that a few dragons took the side of men. Why they
did this is not known. The priests of the Nine Divines claim it was Akatosh himself that intervened. From
these dragons men learned magics to use against dragons. The tide began to turn and dragons began to die too.
The war was long and bloody. The dragon priests were overthrown and dragons were slaughtered in large
numbers. The surviving dragons scattered, choosing to live in remote places away from men. The dragon cult
itself adapted and survived. They built the dragon mounds , entombing the remains of dragons that fell in the
war. They believed that one day the dragons would rise again and reward the faithful. Appearances The Elder
Scrolls V: Skyrim This book was taken from The Elder Scrolls series of video games or from websites created
and owned by Bethesda Softworks , the copyright of which is held by Bethesda Softworks. All trademarks and
registered trademarks present in the image are proprietary to Bethesda Softworks, the inclusion of which
implies no affiliation with The Elder Scrolls Wiki. The use of such images is believed to fall under the fair use
doctrine of copyright law.
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Dagur also heard rumors about Hiccups victory over the Red Death and how he had been training dragons.
Dagur threatened Stoick with war if the rumors were true. At first, Stoick was able to convince Dagur that the
rumors were false until Dagur demanded the treaty be signed in dragon blood. However, Hiccup, his riders,
and their dragons were then able to fool Dagur by orchestrating a dragon attack on them. This forced Dagur
and his Berserkers to retreat and to consider the treaty signed. It was here that he also encountered Hiccup and
his riders "hunting" dragons. At first, Hiccup cooperated with Dagur until he revealed that Berk does not hunt
dragons no more, but ride them now. However, Hiccup was able to defeat Dagur and left the Island with the
other riders and their dragons. Dagur rejoined his men and his Captain, Vorg , said he would skin Hiccup for
lying to them. However, Dagur said he would do it to both Hiccup and his Night fury. There, they dug at until
two fishermen, Bucket and Mulch arrived , believing that they hit an iceberg. However, Vorg and his men
attacked, trying to claim to their ship. Unfortunately, Vorg and his men were forced to retreat without the
Skrill when Hiccup and riders drove them away. Hiccup and his riders then took the skrill back to Berk,
hoping to keep it away from Dagur. Unfortunately, Snotlout and the twins inadvertently thawed the Skrill and
it escaped. Hiccup and his riders then searched for it. Dagur and Vorg also searched for the Skrill. However,
Dagur was forced to fall back when he was under attack by the riders. The Skrill was then shot down and
crashed in the sea. It was then captured by Alvin and his Outcasts. Despite this setback, Dagur continued his
obsession with killing Hiccup and capturing Toothless. In truth, he was setting a trap for Hiccup and his riders.
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Well Spike, I did come here on a mission, and not even you can stop me. Whatever happened to those days
Spike? Did you just grow up? Or did you just give up because I was stupid enough not to act earlier? Where
would I go? How would you feel then Spike? Knowing why I went missing, and that you could have
prevented itâ€¦ Rarity smiled. Remember what they say Spike, be careful what you wish for, for it might not
turn out how you want it to. Rarity regained herself, shocked at what just went through her mind. How could I
think such things? Spike is my friend, and I should accept his choice. He has the right to want to be just
friends. Oh whatever happened Spike? Please accept me when the time comes. That is my wish. Rarity walked
over to her bed, and dreamt of how she would live the rest of her life with Spike. He got out of bed and
noticed Twilight was still sleeping. He patted her on the back gently, causing her to wake up. I promise not to
interrupt, and take your time, I know this is really important for youâ€¦ and for me. He took a few deep
breaths. He was now able to say what he would hope he would never have to say ever in his life. Thisâ€¦ may
beâ€¦ the lastâ€¦ time we see each other. I wanted to give you a little speech in case that happens. They looked
at each other straight in the eyes. Raising me, even when you had no idea how to do it. Raising me properly
and helping me succeed and achieve as many goals possible. Loving me like a parent, no matter what I did
right or wrong. Giving me advice whenever I sought it. You even protected me whenever I was in danger.
They both hugged each other not wanting to let go. A little later, Twilight whispered in his ear. It makes me so
happy that I mean that much to you. Ever since I got you as an egg, I knew I was going to raise you as best as I
could, and after what you said, it sounds like I accomplished my mission. Spike you were the best student
andâ€¦ son I will and have ever had. I always wanted to be there for you Spike, and for the most part I was.
When I came back home, I felt horrible for that. I also want to apologize for not being there for you more
often, I would often hang out with my friends and not include you. Will you please forgive me Spike? She
started to think about the day. This is the day that everything led up to. Today was the day. Rarity decided to
get some breakfast and eat it in her room, she had a lot to reflect upon. She hid around the corner not wanting
to be seen by Spike. Oh Spike, I know how you feel. If only I had the opportunity to do that with my parents.
Rarity grabbed some breakfast and walked back to her room. She enjoyed her breakfast and started to get
ready for the events that were about to come. Knowing it would be best to get ready, they both got prepared
for the events ahead. Not wasting too much time, they returned to the ground. They got in place in front of the
soldiers and were greeted by the princesses. Good luck out there everypony. A lot of chattering, could be
heard. They were all thinking the same thing, pray to Celestia that there will be a minimal amount of
casualties. They arrived at their destination. They all waitedâ€¦ waited for the adversaries to show up. About
twenty minutes later, they could see the dragons coming over the hill on the other side. They were waiting for
the dragons to make the first move. A few minutes later, they could hear the dragon king giving a speech.
Choose between one or both these songs: We fight to exact our revenge for all the future children we lost. We
also fight for the families that lost their egg because some cruel pony thought it would be funny. Celestia
waited until they reached the halfway point. She was having trouble keeping up with him, as he was flying a
lot faster than she could run. Thankfully he stayed around the same area, so she could keep an eye on him.
Rarity in turn started casting stunning spells on the dragons coming from the side. Whereas Spike and
Twilight were using what they learned in practice and we doing quite well in the mess they were stuck in.
Twilight, wanting to keep the two safe, used a death spell powerful enough to kill a dragon, only when
necessary. She would use the stun spell she was told to use otherwise. The Pegasus soldiers would gang up on
a dragon and knock him out with their quick agility. When the dragons would land, the earth ponies would
take the opportunity to slit their throats, not wanting them to have an advantage over them. The princesses
were using their stun spell to help keep things under control and helping to protect the Pegasi. It continued on
for quite some time. The dragons were slowly being taken down, but not very easily, there were also a lot of
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pony casualties. Finally the dragon king joined in and helped in the fight. He started clawing through ponies,
giving no mercy. The odds were starting to even again, and possibly the dragons might win. That is, until
Twilight noticed where he was. It only took her a few seconds for her to align her horn and cast the spell. A
direct hit in the chest. Everypony and dragon watched as the dragon king fell to the ground. Everypony and
dragon stopped, the dragons decided to retreat, not having a leader anymore. One stayed behind and spoke. As
for the dragon, he had another plan. He looked around and noticed there was a lone white unicorn. He charged
his fire breath and threw it in her direction. Rarity was too busy being happy to have seen Spike was alright.
Spike turned around and flew towards the others when he noticed the fireball. He flew as fast as possible
towards it and yelled to warn the pony. He flew as fast as possible and yelled those words again. She screamed
an ear piercing scream. Just as it was about to hit her, Spike flew in front. The fireball missed and hit the next
thing in sightâ€¦ Twilight. Twilight fell on the ground, landing hard. The fireball hit her directly in the side of
her chest, instantly killing her. Spike looked around and saw her. Song representing what Spike and Rarity are
going through. In the corner of his eye, he noticed a familiar white unicorn running towards them. I know how
much she meant to you. He threw a fireball distracting the dragon as he came from behind and grabbed him
from the neck.
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It was only Ruffnut. Relaxing her stance, Astrid straightened and lowered her axe. Ruffnut laughed, and
strolled up beside her. You can definitely be too careful. Ever since Tuffnut had up and disappeared, Astrid
had become his substitute. If Ruffnut needed a partner for anything theft, arson, pranks, etc. She enjoyed
spending time with Ruffnut and was glad they were such close friends. But sometimes, she just needed a break
from the insanity. But Ruffnut just grinned and continued on. Usually they talk about the boring stuff that
comes before the action stuff. At least, it was for Tuffnut who had never slept on a dragon before nor a
pleasant dragon to sleep on. It was easy for Hiccup. He just laid back on Toothless and dozed enough to get
rest but remained aware enough to flick the tailfin open or closed if Toothless needed him. He was literally
flying in his sleep, which Tuffnut had found quite hilarious. He had not found it hilarious when he could only
half sleep on Helfire. Tuffnut made both Hiccup and Toothless promise not to breathe a word of how exactly
those few nights tailing the Berserkers went. But at last â€” finally â€” they stopped at a huge glacier.
Thankfully the time of day was dusk so the dragons were able to sneak up close. Not too close, but on top of
the same floating glacier that the Berserkers seemed so concerned with. The two humans ordered the dragons
to stay back while they crawled forward on their bellies to the edge of the glacier. When they finally reached it
Hiccup leaned slightly over the side to get a clear view of the sight below in the waning light. Hiccup shook
his head. We have to rescue it and get outta here. The Berserkers outnumbered the four of them a hundred to
one at least, but they did have two powerful dragons. They would need to defend a small area to control the
flow of Berserkers, preferably the place below them with the Skrill. They could probably do it and hold their
own for a little while. Or even remotely tamed. Could we sink the entire glacier!? Hiccup jumped and gasped,
jerking his hand close to him even though the arrow had already landed. Tuffnut followed a bit more slowly
on Helfire. He landed between Dagur and the Skrill. Reaching up he unsheathed the sword from his back and
growled, "You got lucky. But Hiccup plowed forward. Just know we can end this peacefully and quit this
useless fighting. She most definitely did not expect to be up in the rafters. It was way scarier than spinning
through the air on the back of an offended Night Fury Okay, maybe not as scary as that, but close. The boards
were creaky, and Astrid felt like they were gong to crack and drop Astrid and Ruffnut in the middle of the
meeting. But Ruffnut was confident in the strength of the rafters and tiptoed across them with perfect balance
and ease. Ruffnut stopped halfway across the room and turned around. She laid down on her stomach and
gripped the side of the rafter with both hands. Carefully and slowly Astrid copied her so that the two of them
had their heads together as they watched the vikings assemble below. They carried on conversations that were
too quiet for Astrid to hear. Sure enough, the Chief stepped up and raised his hands and called for silence.
When he spoke, his voice reverberated against the walls and filled the whole hall. To his right Gobber leaned
relaxed on the edge of the oval fire pit. With the dragon attacks only getting worse and more frequent, Gobber
and Stoick had decided to create a band of young, strong vikings who were constantly working together to
find more effective ways of killing dragons. Snotlout, as the future chief of the Hooligans, had been chosen to
lead them. They could be, but they declined. Snotlout was constantly offering them a "prestigious position"
though. Anyway, as leader of their special dragon fighting force, Snotlout was allowed to join the special
meetings. Astrid was getting more interested by the second. Everyone around the circle nodded in agreement.
Then they both carefully sat up on the rafters. She knew the vikings were doomed. They had no idea what they
were up against in the nest. All she could think was, I need to warn Hiccup. Tuffnut was rather impressed by
Hiccup. First he made friends with the Monstrous Nightmare he was supposed to kill, then he flew off on it.
Then he became a veritable legend in the Barbaric Archipelago with his Night Fury buddy. And now he would
charge off to face Berserkers and he was seemingly unafraid of taunting them. All in all Tuffnut wished very
much that he had made friends with Hiccup earlier. He was so cool! But back to the situation at hand. Hiccup
was facing off the Berserker fleet and Dagur with Toothless. So Tuffnut thought it was best if he and Helfire
took care of the Berserkers guarding the Skrill while simultaneously trying to free it from the ice. So show
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them how awesome you are and make them regret looking down on you, Mighty Dragon! One of them
obviously the smartest of the group dropped his ice pick and ran for the row-boat. Two more stood frozen in
fear, and the last two the stupidest of the group threw down their picks and drew their axes. Tuffnut just
crossed his arms and enjoyed the show. Helfire lunged forward and shot a spurt of fire at the two motionless
Vikings. One squeaked and bolted after the smart Berserker. Helfire turned his attention to the two vikings
with axes ready and rose up on his hind legs. Towering over the two Berserkers, Helfire glared fiercely down
at them. Both of the idiots raised their axes and charged Helfire, identical war cries springing from their lungs.
Helfire snorted in derision and hooked one by the back of his vest with his fang and flung him back towards
the Skrill. The other viking Helfire snatched up with his claw and tossed him in the air. When the Berserker
reached the zenith of his flight, Helfire loosed a well-timed flame and it caught him square in the chest. The
Berserker fell to the ground screaming and he, too, dashed after the smart viking. When he saw Helfire turn
his gaze onto him the Berserker screamed and ran for his life. Helfire puffed out his chest and looked rather
smug to have taught those puny vikings some respect. Tuffnut dashed past the Nightmare to the now
unguarded Skrill. The ice had been chipped away enough that only a thin layer of ice separated the Skrill from
the rest of the world. And it was blinking. Come over here and melt this ice! Out of great respect for your
amazingness please blast this ice with your really hot fire! Tuffnut stayed down as the Skrill burst from the ice
and flew straight up into the sky. Shooting to his feet, Tuffnut pointed to the Berserkers who were trying to
overwhelm Hiccup and Toothless and shouted to Helfire. The Monstrous Nightmare whirled around and
joined Hiccup and Toothless in the fighting, intent on putting these vikings in their proper place beneath him.
Satisfied, Tuffnut looked around for the Skrill. Was it even still there? Suddenly a bolt of lightning, thin and
weak as it was, struck one of the three Berserker ships in the mast. The wood cracked and burned, falling with
a thump on the rest of the ship. Another bolt hit the side of a second ship. The Berserkers shouted orders and
tried to see the Skrill to fight back. He saw Dagur grin insanely not like the Thorston grin, but really, actually
insane at something past Tuffnut. Tuffnut whirled around to see he Skrill had landed behind him. It had just
been unfrozen from a Thor-knows-how-long sleep and done some flying and shooting as soon as it came out.
Although, the dragon seemed to be toying with them, going for respect rather than death, but it was working
just fine all the same.
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There is three total to find, and each offers a Dragon Tear so long as you set them free. Spoilers for dragon
locations follow! Walkthroughs are not posted on this page to minimize spoilers. This first dragon can be
accessed as soon as Kratos makes it to the Lake of Nine. But in order to get to Veithurgard, Kratos needs to
open a massive golden gate. Do so by heading to Stone Falls and spin the wheel next to the orange spirit that
gives you the Hammer Fall favor. Hop back in the boat and row toward the ruins of Veithurgard. Dock on the
shore and take out the enemies that wait on the rocky beach. After you clear the area, climb the cliff to find a
shop and a Lore Marker. Continue on, fight some wolves, then hop in another boat. Row up and dock on the
right. Fight through the few enemies here. This beast is angry. Exit Theatre Mode Find the three shrines in the
area and destroy them in order to free the dragon Otr. Use this guide to find them all. Mid- to late-game
spoilers follow! Row north toward the two giant statues of men rowing boats. To their right is a ledge covered
by vines and tree sap. Climb the wall and make your way to the large wooden door to find the next dragon. As
with the other dragon, break the three shrines to remove the seal on the main anchor that keeps the dragon
chained. For a complete walkthrough with detailed information on how to free this dragon, visit The Fire of
Reginn walkthrough. The final dragon is in need of your help is in Konunsgard. You can only reach this
location after unlocking the Hail to the King favor.
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For as in any civilization, when natural disasters occur, this is more prominent than military conquest. The
ultra-secret weapons that are brought forth will shock and stun the world. The Antichrist will not hesitate to
use bacteriological warfare, as well as conventional warfare, causing hunger, fire and plagues. The causative
organisms will be more virulent than ever before and, hence, increasingly lethal. When the Antichrist is taking
over Europe, nuclear weapons will wreak havoc like lighting strikes, and from them a "milky rain" will occur.
Weapons currently beyond our imagination will wreak unparalleled devastation. Corpses will litter the
landscape. The very earth will "cry out in pain. Entire dynasties will be wiped out. Before the Antichrist takes
over a place, he will rain down death and destruction so that he can seize without opposition. He will travel far
from his resting place in doing this. The aggressor will have broken a promise not to use nuclear weapons in
warfare. Naval fleets kept in the area by other powers will be scattered in ruins from the violence of the blast.
Radioactive fallout will have adverse effects on people, animals, and weather; and erupting volcanoes will turn
the water of that part of the ocean a muddy red color. Because of this, bodies will appear to float in blood.
Because of the blasts and earth changes, rivers will change their course, and political boundary lines based on
them will be redrawn. He will get involved with the conflict as a way of trying to stimulate the economy from
a depression. Mediterranean campaign and the battles of Gibraltar The Antichrist, during the Mediterranean
campaign, will take over Monaco as a crucial strategic position to advancing toward Italy and southern
Europe. The successor to Prince Ranier, apparently one of his sons, will be imprisoned after the takeover as an
obstacle. The Rock of Gibraltar will be a strategic position, captured and retaken three times by various forces.
Marines on naval battlecarriers will confront the Antichrist when he attempts to invade Europe in the area of
Crete and Thessaly, but they will be outgunned and have to retreat, probably to Gibraltar. In the very fierce
and bloody battle, the Antichrist will have to transfer many of his troops to a supply ship after a fighting ship
is sunk. One that will continue to hold however is the alliance between France and the U. A force aligned with
the Antichrist will send a bomb aimed at New York City. It will be spotted and tracked as it approaches. As
proof of their loyalty, the French will be asked to retaliate, which they will do with several bombs and
weapons. The response will be immediate. The American leader will use a hotline to communicate to the
French Marshal, who will launche self-propelled bombs with "tongues of fire" against the aggressor. In this
war, some of the bombs will hit New York and some will be diverted. The bomb referred to here will be
prematurely detonated along the flightpath, saving the city. Many human lives will be spent when planes
flying around the bomb, trying to divert or destroy it, are blown up. Bacteriological warfare strikes New York
and London New York and in London will be hit with scourges from bacteriological warfare, a deadly "bug,"
either bacterial or viral or some type of disease-causing organism. It will be released into the atmosphere to
affect the populations of New York and London. Because of separation and different gene pools, spontaneous
mutations in the organisms will affect the two populations in different ways. It will appear to be two different
diseases, even though it will have been caused by the same organism. As a result of this plague, the
metropolitan infrastructures will break down. The people near but outside the cities will panic and shun the
cities and refuse to deliver available food, effectively putting them into quarantine. The city dwellers will
starve to death in droves. People will loot and raid stores, and soldiers will stab them off at bayonet point. The
government will try to distribute the remaining food evenly, but the people will panic and call upon God to
relieve them from their misery. Antichrist conquers Europe The Antichrist will take over Europe and begin to
toy with the idea of establishing some kind of dynasty. Because of his background, he will be obsessed with
power and attracted to the way that a ruling family line can have a major effect on the flow of history,
manipulating society over a long span of time through familial line, far beyond the influence of a single
individual. But his plans will not materialize because he will be overthrown by Ogmios, and his monstrosities
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will be counterbalanced with positive forces to heal the earth, directed by the Great Genius. The Antichrist
invades Britain In his European campaign, the Antichrist will attempt to overtake Britain, particularly to seize
its naval forces for further advances. England will resist and initially will fend off the advance, with support
from the U. However, it is likely that the Antichrist eventually will overcome England, and the more
passionate members of the underground will flee to Ireland and Scotland. The Antichrist will not succeed in
overtaking the entire island. Northern England, Scotland, and Ireland will not succumb, possibly aiding the
reunification of Ireland to fight the Antichrist. Patriotic and stubborn Irish and Scottish spirit will play a
favorable role in turning the tide. The British prince, a member of the English royal house, will be eager to
lead his troops into battle to defend his own and neighboring countries that have treaties with Britain. He will
be outflanked and will have to retreat in disgrace. The crucial meeting on the naval carrier During WWWIII
and the great turmoil, an airplane will come in for a landing on the deck of an aircraft carrier. It will be from a
nation foreign to the country that owns the carrier. The balance of political powers of the two sides involved
will be very complex and delicate. The plane will be from a power "slightly more aligned to the other side,"
although still basically neutral. But to have any kind of contact with the country that owns the carrier will have
severe political repercussions relative to the war, so the generals of the carrier will be reluctant to give
permission to the plane to land. The plane will carry an important political or military leader, and an important
emissary who needs to deliver important documents and messages. The situation will be very fragile and
volatile. Some countries will have excesses of food, such as bushels of wheat, but the price will be so out of
proportion that no one will be able to buy it. In countries where there is famine, people will resort to
cannibalism to stay alive. The wheat in other countries will be stored in silos and rot because they cannot get
rid of it and cannot sell it. The price of the wheat will be enormous, partly because it will be very dangerous to
deliver or ship it anywhere during wartime. A very great drought will occur in the European continent during
the time of the Antichrist. Fish will die as seas, rivers, and lakes boil. The Antichrist will be behind it. This
event will not be the same but will be related to the boiling fish at the Dark Point. Two sites will be in distress
from "fire in the sky". The extremes in weather during the time of the Antichrist will affect a battle. Extreme
rain and hail will take by surprise two armies lined up to do battle. As an alternative plan to confrontation,
they will try to fly planes above the clouds to drop bombs on the opposing forces, "fire and stones falling from
the sky. The cataclysmic earthquake will trigger other earthquakes that will destroy large land areas. Famine
and fighting will set in. Countries will fight with each other over surplus food; India and China will march to
seize the corn and wheat fields of Russia and eastern Europe. Communications will break down. Religious
leaders will lose credibility because of their inability to explain the earth changes. The climactic changes,
caused by the detonation of the terrible weapons, will cause famines in scattered areas, and conditions will get
worse. People will become virtually insane with the persistent lack of food, and will eat things like tree roots,
and even seize newborn infants. The supreme commander will misuse some technology that has not yet been
developed, causing his downfall. Russia breaks free of the Antichrist The Antichrist will seem all powerful
and all conquering, and the situation will appear hopeless. But "his star will be falling" and his power will
crack in crucial places. In particular, even though the Antichrist will have taken over all of Asia, after a period
he no longer will be able to control Russia. Russia will break free and unite with the unconquered countries.
The alliance will strike terror into the Antichrist, who will glimpse the beginning of the end and his potential
failure. He will choose another field commander to continue his campaign, but the effort will fail. Rhodes and
Byzantium, the site of his regional headquarters, will be engaged in the most intense fighting. The "northern
pole alliance" will diminish his power by breaking down his chain of command, communication capabilities,
etc. They will begin to lose some battles and see their power is not forever. The Antichrist will have taken
over a large part of the world and will become complacent. Ogmios confronts the Antichrist, fate of world in
balance A leader figuratively referred to as "Ogmios" will confront the Antichrist in battle. The outcome will
be questionable for some time. During the time the Antichrist is in power, there will be constant skirmishes
and battles between his barbarian forces and those still free of his tyrannical rule. Ogmios eventually will
emerge triumphantly victorious over the Antichrist, but it will be a long, gradual, arduous struggle. Antichrist
eventually dethroned The Antichrist will rule for "less than the revolution of Saturn," far less than the grand
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span of time he envisions. His reign will be temporary, because his power will be like building a fire with
grass; it burns very hotly but quickly. His effect on history and his "time in the limelight" will be limited.
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Dragon War - Part 1: I have regained a bit of the old writing spirit and have managed to finally get this darn
thing done. As usual, please report any errors, typos, etc. Update to designs and previous chapters
commencing! Princess Celestia sent me a letter about it just after the smoke started forming. Zoe cast another
look skywards. Even before the smoke had started forming, the ponies had awoken to find Spyro where he
was now: A dark underlying growl rumbled from between his bared teeth, crackling flames licking the sides of
his jaws. The entire town was giving him a very wide birth; even the buildings seem to be leaning away from
the dragon out of fear of facing his fiery anger. Inside the library, Spike suddenly heaved, cheeks bulging
green, before he jumped to his feet and bolted for the nearest bathroom. Thankfully, Elora shook her head. She
then glared at the mountain herself. Smoke blotting out the sun. Roars that purge the very souls from your
bodies. Miles upon miles of scorched earth and blackened bones as far as the eyes can see. She held it out to
Twilight. By the time everyone had gathered everything they needed for the journey they would be embarking
on, the entire sky above Ponyville had been filled with a thick layer of smog, and the ash was falling so thickly
it resembled snow. Tail swishing back and forth absentmindedly, Spyro waited with a surprising level of
patience as he watched the others gather around, filling bags and pouches with food, potions, equipment, and
other such supplies. As a dragon himself, he was the only one unaffected from inhaling ash crystals and
therefore the only one not wearing a mask over his snout, allowing him to impatiently blow steady plumes of
smoke from his nostrils. All the non-ponies in the area turned, with varying reaction, to see Twilight pacing
back and forth in front of her friends, nose-deep in a large map she held in her magic and with saddlebags
strapped around her barrel. No one speaks french here. To go to the mountain and convince him to leave!
What was with this Celestia and sending the unqualified to do all the dangerous work?! Twilight and the girls
were only teenagers! Young adults at best! And Twilight herself was the only one who had any training in
anything related to dangerous magic, and that in itself was hardly qualified for dealing with dragons of all
creatures. Certainly there was someone more qualified for this mission than a bunch of civilians?! His fairy
seemed to share his feelings. She opened one eye to fix a searing glare at the now sweating unicorn. Zoe
fluttered there for a moment, leaning back in exhaustion while given the loudest, longest, most infuriated
groan Spyro had ever seen her give in her entire life and that was saying something. Twilight beamed like the
sun itself. The girls and I can help you wi-! The echoes continued on long into the distance, leaving all six
ponies staring at the fairy in wide-eyed, stiff-legged silence except Fluttershy, whose legs were shaking quite
badly. Once she had their undivided attention, she fluttered down and landed in front of them, pacing like a
military sergeant. The most powerful and dangerous single creature in the entire universe!! And make no
mistake: But since you are, I want you to listen and listen good! Pinkie, what the hell are you doing! Do you at
least have supplies this time around? The fate of your town is at stake here, and potentially much more if even
one little thing goes wrong. Therefore I cannot express this enough either: You will not do a thing. You will
all stay a good distance back and focus on pretending to be lifeless rocks and let those with true knowledge
and true experience handle this. B-B-But we can h-help! Her way with wild animals could be a big help
handling a-! And for her efforts, she had her own personal confidence and eagerness immediately shattered on
the spot as she found herself face to face with the very angry and very murderous eyes of the very fairy who
raised Spyro the Dragon himself. The Captain of the Royal Guard - Unicorn Division was currently sitting on
the cot in his personal tent, adjusting the last straps of his royal armor while overlooking a strategic map of
Ponyville and surrounding areas. In the same town his sister was currently living in. The recent turn of events
had been nothing but trouble on his mind and emotions ever since it started just a week or so ago: Shining
Armor himself had even asked Cadence about it, but she assured him that where Celestia had gone and why
the sun was still down was a matter of utmost importance, and that she would be back soon enough. And she
was right: First, the bloodied and beaten form on the long-lost Princess Luna, the mare claimed by Nightmare
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Moon, draped over her shoulders. By the time Raven was done, the stallion was ready to commit regicide:
What the Tartarus was Celestia thinking, sending Twily, a mere magic student barely old enough to be
considered a mare, and a few mares her age into the Everfree Forest to defeat the Nightmare Moon?! Destined
Element of Harmony bearer or not something that he felt both immense pride and blood-freezing fear over ,
his baby sister was sent, by Princess Celestia no less, to fight against the Queen of Nightmares herself?! This
was a scenario everypony did not see coming, and one that left many in Canterlot Castle uneasy. The former
alone was enough to convince the captain of the royal guard that this dragon was an exception of his kind, and
the latter put the unicorn in an eternal debt of gratitude. Spyro protected his sister and saved all of Equestria
from a terrible threat, and that alone was good enough in his book. Many expected the alicorn of the sun to be
overcome with happiness: It was beyond the best-case scenario; it was an outright fairytale ending come true!
And yet, in light of all this fortune, all Celestia had shown since returning from the forest was disgust It was
clear to everyone who looked into her eyes: Why did she despise him so? Was it because of the condition
Luna returned in: Yes, that was a unfortunate result, but understandable: Luna had been possessed by a
nightmare at the time; Spyro was left with no choice but to fight her, and given how dragons fought, wounds
were unavoidable Thus here he was: And somehow, he found himself doubting that was going to be enough.
Suddenly, just as he had finished fastening the last buckle to his chest-plate, a loud blaring siren sounded
across the camp; he looked up in surprise, the sound of stampeding ponies and barking orders coming form all
directions around his tent. The alarm had been sounded, and everypony was scrambling to prepare for an
attack. He barely had time to hop off his cot when the flap to his tent was all but ripped off as a panicked
private barged inside, looking as it Tirek himself was on his tail. Behind them stood three lines of arcane
archers, their horns fired up with numerous offensive spells, readying to shoot down anything that would try to
fly or jump over the barricade. And Shining Armor took center field, standing on the path in front of the wall,
magical grip lingering on his sheathed sword; his brow furrowed as the dust cloud grew ever closer, mentally
preparing himself for whatever would come. With dragons, you could never be fully prepared Celestia would
not be happy to hear about that And flying about it all, wings blazing red like the flames of a phoenix in the
light of the sun, was the very focus of the sheer, unadulterated chaos that had taken Equestria by surprise and
by storm: Spyro the Dragon himself. Shining Armor braced himself, unsheathing his sword partially in
preparation for a fight The dragon remained silent as the grave, looking down upon Shining Armor with a
displeased glare, while the rest of his companions, Equestrian and otherwise, came to a running stop behind
him. The ponies in the group looked confused, even surprised to see them, while the non-ponies were giving
him and the wall of shields similar looks of disapproval. So this was it: Not at all what he was expecting of a
dragon strong enough to defeat Nightmare Moon. They were eyes as sharp as swords and blazed with a power
and savagery like fire; they were eyes that burned with the strength, ferocity, and sheer unbreakable willpower
of a world destroyer. Shining Armor braced himself, readying himself for combat, as he began to draw his
sword All eyes were on her immediately, and the growing tension between captain and dragon was broken just
as quickly. Despite his surprise, he returned the hug, quickly realizing that the last time he saw her she had
been riding off to face Nightmare Moon herself Twilight pulled herself away from the hug, looking up in
confusion. Boar Bacon Buddies From France? Big Bang Buffalo Fire Fighters. Bianca rolled her eyes. Big
Brother Best Friends Forever Y-Yes, right; a question for another time, then. The purple unicorn turned to her
brother in confusion. You do realize you guys are heading for a newly-built dragon nest, right? Why do you
think the first dragon is on his way there for? And I, Captain of the Royal Unicorn Guard, have been instructed
by her highness to see that order kept, even if I must force you back to Ponyville myself. Shining Armor
braced himself for the eruption to follow, steeling his nerve and heart; there would be nothing to make him
back down. Nothing that would make him break. So why are you morons here stopping Spyro from saving
Equestria?
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Chapter 8 : The Dragon War | Elder Scrolls | FANDOM powered by Wikia
It continued on for quite some time. The dragons were slowly being taken down, but not very easily, there were also a lot
of pony casualties. Finally the dragon king joined in and helped in the fight. "Alright, let's turn the odds around." The
dragon king started throwing balls of fire all directions, causing a lot of the ponies to quickly dodge.

Prelude[ edit ] During planning stages, the operation was known as "Anvil", to complement Operation
Sledgehammer , at that time the code name for the invasion of Normandy. Subsequently, both plans were
renamed. Army Chief of Staff. It was supported by Joseph Stalin at the Tehran Conference in late In
discussions with Franklin D. Roosevelt , Stalin advocated for the operation as an inherent part of Overlord,
preferring to have the Allies in the far west instead of at an alternative landing in the Balkans , which he
considered to be in his zone of influence. The American military leadership and its British counterparts
disagreed on the operation. Winston Churchill argued against it on the grounds that it diverted military
resources that were better deployed for Allied operations in Italy. Instead, he favored an invasion of the
oil-producing regions of the Balkans. A dual landing was soon recognized as impossible to conduct with the
forces available. The expansion of Overlord from a three- to a five-division front required many additional
LSTs , which would have been needed for Anvil. Another Allied amphibious landing, in Italy at Anzio , had
gone badly. All of these resulted in the postponing of Anvil by the Allies. The Normandy ports had
insufficient capacity to handle Allied supply needs and French generals under Charles de Gaulle pressed for a
direct attack on southern France with participation of French troops. These factors led to a reconsideration of
the plan. Then on August 4, Churchill proposed that Dragoon less than two weeks away should be switched to
the coast of Brittany. Eisenhower, supported by Roosevelt, who with his election campaign four months away
opposed diverting large forces to the Balkans, stood firm on the agreed plan despite long harangues from
Churchill on August 5 and 9. They chose a location with no high ground controlled by the Wehrmacht ,
conditions that had led to heavy casualties after the initial landings on one of the beaches at Normandy. The
choice for the disembarkation site was an area on the Var coast east of Toulon. A preliminary air campaign
was planned to isolate the battlefield and cut the Germans off from reinforcement by destroying several key
bridges. A large airborne landing was also planned in the center of the landing zone to quickly seize the high
ground overlooking the beaches. Parallel to the invasion, several commando units were to take control of the
islands off the coast. Their flanks were to be protected by French, American, and Canadian commando units.
Within 24 hours, 50,â€”60, troops and 6, vehicles were to be disembarked. The airborne landings would
concentrate in an area near Draguignan and Le Muy , with the aim of taking these towns to prevent German
counterattacks against the beaches. Given the advancing Allied forces in northern France, the Germans
deemed a realistic defense in the south impossible. Blaskowitz was quite aware that with his scattered forces,
any serious Allied landing attempt would be impossible to ward off. He planned to withdraw in secret, to
include demolishing the ports, and to proceed in an orderly manner, covered by the 11th Panzer Division. He
intended to establish a new defense line at Dijon in central France. The French Resistance played a major role
in the fighting. As the Allies advanced into France, the Resistance evolved from a guerilla fighting force to a
semiorganized army called French Forces of the Interior. The FFI would tie down German troops by
sabotaging bridges and communication lines, seizing important traffic hubs and directly attacking isolated
German forces. The majority of them were stationed on Corsica and Sardinia. The tactical bombers and
fighters had to support the landings directly, while the strategic element had to bomb German targets deep into
France. The strategic bombing started well before the landing, and targeted airports, traffic hubs, railroads,
coastal defenses, and communication lines. As southern France had never been important to German planning,
their forces there had been stripped of nearly all their valuable units and equipment over the course of the war.
The remaining 11 divisions were understrength and only one panzer division was left, the 11th. Generally, the
troops of the German divisions were only second- and third-rate. This meant that over the course of the war,
the divisions were thinned out and soldiers were replaced with wounded old veterans and Volksdeutsche from
Poland and Czechoslovakia. Numerous units were also replaced by Ostlegionen and Ostbataillone. These units
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were volunteers from Eastern Europe, mainly the Soviet Union, and had a generally low fighting morale. The
equipment of those troops was in poor shape, consisting of old weapons from various nations, with French,
Polish, Soviet, Italian, and Czech guns, artillery, and mortars. Four of the German divisions were designated
as "static", which meant that they were stripped of all of their mobile capabilities and unable to move from
their positions. The Luftwaffe, with aircraft, and the Kriegsmarine, with 45 small ships, played a negligible
role in the operation. After the Fall of France , the Vichy French regime greatly improved the coastal defenses
to appease the Germans. Along the coast, about 75 coastal guns of heavy and medium caliber were placed.
After their military take-over in November , the Germans improved the coastal defense further by repairing
damaged and outdated turrets, as well as moving in additional guns.
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Chapter 9 : Dragon War Costs (hero vs dragon) - Part 2 - Gowcraft - Game of War Help, Guides, and Info
Fight other players with fierce dragons breed for war and destruction. Play War Dragons on PC and Mac to experience
3D battles in a far away land of might and magic. War Dragons gives you more than different dragons to breed, train,
and send into the heat of battle. Each dragon has it's own unique personality, abilities, and class rankings.

Plot This section requires expansion. Just as Hiccup is about to be shot at by a wild Singetail , someone pulls
him out of the way and drags him to a cave. Spitelout even has names for all the wild ones living on the island,
and the worst of them all is fighting Toothless. Creating a diversion, the men manage to trap the wild dragon
in a net trap. Hiccup looks forward to studying it while Spitelout would rather leave for home, saying revenge
was all he really wanted. Hiccup convinces him to stay just in time to fight off other wild Singetails that are
coming to save the trapped one. And Hiccup finally comes up with an idea of how to fight the Flyers without
hurting the dragons. Meanwhile back in Berk , Stoick is looking for Hiccup but Astrid tells him how he flew
off alone earlier. So he decides to talk to her about his plan instead. Tuffnut is getting more and more annoyed
at Throk waiting on Ruffnut hand and foot, literally. At the same time, the Dragon Hunters and Flyers have
completely taken over the Edge, and Viggo has retrieved the Dragon Eye in one piece. So the Flyers take to
the sky to fight them off. Meanwhile back at Berk Hiccup finds Gustav there alone, who gives him the
message from his father. The two then fly off to help. They fly past the commotion however, and to a nearby
island where Spitelout and the trapped Singetail are waiting. When the Singetail lets out a cry of distress, the
Flyer Singetails respond, leading them away from the Edge, and into the net traps Spitelout had set up. With
the help of Spitelout, Hiccup, and Gustav, all the Singetails are freed from their Flyers but one, and with no
traps left, Hiccup makes the ultimate decision to shoot to kill. When that dragon is set free, Astrid chases
down Krogan and his Singetail , appearing to be the last dragon and Flyer combo. When the Riders take back
their Edge, they and Stoick congratulate themselves for their victory in the clubhouse, and discuss what their
next move will be now that they know Viggo and the Dragon Eye survived. Hiccup then reveals the Dragon
Eye he had been working on, which is nearly finished. Trivia The dragon trap Spitelout used was called "The
Jorgensen Yak Master" in the episode " Turn and Burn ", but Spitelout calls it the "Snaptrapper" in this one,
which elsewhere in the franchise is actually a species of dragon. The events of "Turn and Burn" are referenced
when Spitelout tells Hiccup why he needs to get revenge on the Singetails.
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